To find cases on, f. ex., 'environmental protection', use 'core-terms' feature as shown below:

To retrieve case law, you may select relevant jurisdictions and click on 'Combine Sources' to look for particular cases, or use 'segment' option to limit your search by, f. ex., 'core-terms' to find cases on, f. ex., 'environmental protection', like shown below:

To find cases on, f. ex., 'environmental protection', use 'core-terms' feature as shown below:

... and click on relevant link to retrieve full text documents:
 Searching NEWS in English, French, German, Spanish, & some other languages.

Follow as shown below: select ‘News & Business’:

... and you can search within selected source(s) also limiting your search by particular time frame.

All texts can be printed out, downloaded, or sent by e-mail, or by fax.

For more information consult the LexisNexis online Help tutorial.
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